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0.0 PRELIMINARIES

0.i Scope of These Manuals

The present set of manuals, volumes 1-3, is meant to

describe the Railyard Noise Exposure Model (RYNEM) in some

detail. In the following, a brief description of each

volume and its intended audience is presented.

Volume i: General Description of the Model

This volume presents an overview of the model. The

basic philosophy of the model is discussed and the relevant

equations used in the computations are presented. This

volume is written for those who need to know what the model

/_ is like. It does not go into detail of how each computation

is done in the program, nor does it teach the user how to

run the model. It presupposes some familiarity with the _PA

nolse termlnology, as is covered by the "EPA Levels" docu-

ment [i]. The reader is advised to peruse the Railroad

Background document [2] for other terminology used wLthout _!

explanation, i

Volume 2: User Manual

This volume presents a cookbook approach to the execu-

tion of the model. Its intended audience is those who will

exercise the model. It assumes fam iliarlty with volume i,

i.e., the user knows the quantities he inputs, and he knows

the quantities printed out, For obvious reasons, the

explanations incorporated in volume 1 are not repeated.

While it does no_ presume expertise wlth the EPA IBM computer

_! system, it does assume the user can follow the instructions
-,J
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presented in this volume to the letter. This point cannot

be emphasized often enough. Contrary to popular opinion, a

computer cannot think. It can only carry out the instructions

given it exactly. As far as is known, the present program

is bug-free. If an error occurs, the source most likely is

in the input data or the job card.) Though the manual

presents a short description of relevant commands in the

appendix, the user is reminded that EPA changes its computer

• systems every so often, so that the instructions presented

may be obsolete. The user is strongly advised to obtain a

copy of the latest computer user guide and learn the necessary

commands to make runs.

Volume 3: Programmer Manual

This volume describes all the nuts and bolts in the

,'_ program code. It is not meant to teach the reader how to

run the program. That is the job of volume 2. It assumes

the reader has digested the contents of volume i. No

attempt has been provided to educate the reader as to

what 5dn or LWP is. The intended audience is the programmer

who needs to maintain the program and make changes in the

code. A strong knowledge of standard IBM FORTRAN IV lan-

guage is assumed.

The correct sequence of reading for a rank novice with

no knowledge whatsoever of the EPA noise model methodology

is as follows:

i. EPA Levels document - in which the terminology is
'introduced.

2. Railroad Background document - which describes
what a railyard is, the noise sources inside,
etc.

-2-



3. Volume 1 - what the model attempts to do.

4. Volume 2 - how to make the program grind out numbers.

5. Volume 3 - how the code achieves the aims of volume i.

Volumes 2 and 3 are not necessary for the person who

only wants to understand what RYNEM is about. Volume 2 is

not necessary for the person who only wants to exercise the

model. For the programmer who maintains the code and to

whom job failures will be reported, an intimate knowledge of

all three volumes is necessary.

References

[1] Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite
to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate
Margin of Safety, 550/9-74-004, U.S. EPA, Washington, D.C.,

r_ March 1974.

[2] Background Document for Proposed Revision to Rall
Carrier Noise Emissions Regulation, 550/9-78-207,
U.S. EPA, Washington, D.C., February 1979.
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0.2 General Introduction to the Model

The Railyard Noise Exposure Model (RYNEM) is a computer

program designed to quantify the health/welfare impact due

to railyard-generated noise on the general population. In

this model, a railyard contains two causes of noise sources:

stationary and moving. Some examples of stationary sources

are master retarders (MR), inert retarders (IR), crane

_rueks (CT), goat trucks (GT), idling locomotives {IL),

refrigerator ears (RC) and load tests (LT). Moving sources

consist of switch engines (SE) and inbound (IB) and outbound

(OB) trains. Each of these noise sources generates a noise

level which can be measured at the railyard boundary (property

llne). Together, they combine to produce a higher noise

level than each can produce on its own. Taking into account

the hours of the day during which the noise sources are

i_ used, an averaged noise level, Ldn (for day-night weighting)
can be computed at the railyard property line using the

standard EPA methodology. Based on this Ldn value the

general adverse response level weighted population (LWP), or

equivalent number impacted (ENI) can be computed.

So far, this is standard practice of the EPA noise

models. Whereas formerly, the EPA noise models would

use some kind of "average" parameters to'construct a model

of an "average" yard and then scale up the LWP from this

"average" yard to the total population of yards for the

national impact, RYNEM does the scaling in a slightly

different way. RYNEM considers that the LWP for the national

population of railyards form a distribution with mean _ and

variance s2. When random samples are taken from this

distribution and their mean, _, computed, the Weak Law of !

Large Numbers implies that the sample mean approaches the i
i,

true mean of the population when the sample size is large,

i.e., the sample mean , is a good approximation of the true
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mean _. If we scale up the sample mean LWP by the total

number of yards in the population, we will obtain a good

approximation to the total LWP due to all the yards, when

our sample slze is large enough. In this sense, RYNEM is a

"statistical" model.

An estimate of the error involved in _ can be obtained

as follows:

The true variance of the population, a2, can be

approximated by the sample variance:

n (xi - _)2
S2 = Z

i=l n-i

where xi are the individual 5WP's

n is the sample size.

.,. '
Let xi _ f(u,a 2) i - i, . • ., n

Then for

Xit . . . tXn
Z -

n

E(Z) =
A

var(xl) a2
vat(Z) =

n n

a s

Thus, the standard error of Z is _n or approximately _n"

SN

Therefore, the error of the total LWP is approximately /_

where N is the total number of railyards in the population.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

1.0 General Description

i.i Introduction

Section 17 of the Noise Control Act of 1972 directed

the U.S. EPA to establish noise control limits for. the facili-

ties and equipment of interstate rail carriers. Final noise

regulations were promulgated in 1975 for moving locomotives

and railcars (rolling stock). Subsequent court rulings

ordered the EPA to additionally promulgate comprehensive noise

standards for the remaining railroad equipment and facilities.

In general, in addition to rolling stock operations, the major

noise producing activities are associated with equipment and

facilities operating within t_e boundaries of rail?ards.

In response to these directives, the Office of Noise

Abatement and Control (ONAC) of the EPA has conducted studies

to categorize the railyard facilities and identify the types

of noise sources operating therein. Also, ONAC has conducted

a series of health and welfare impact assessments which were

essential in providing a quantitative basis for comparing on

a national scale the relative benefit_ and costs of various

regulatory alternatives. The magnitude of railyard noise

impact was measured in terms of population exposed (PE), or

the number Of people subjected to noise levels greater than

the criterion level (the noise exposure limit requisite to

protect the public health and welfare), and in terms of the

Equivalent Number of People Impacted (ENI), or the Level

Weighted Population (LWP), which is an integration of the

number of people exposed above the criterion and the degree

1



of exposure for people subjected to each noise level range

above the criterion (i, 2, 17, 20). The noise exposure

rating scale used is the average day-night noise level (Ldn)

which was developed by the EPA for measuring community

annoyance or general adverse response, and which is based

on the A-weighted sound level mea_!*rement scale. (3) The

noise criterion or limit determined by the EPA as requisite

to pEotect the public health and welfare is Ldn = 55dB. (3) The

costs associated with the noise control regulation of railyard

facilities were determined in te_a of available and feasible

procedures and technologies (i.e., mufflers, noise enclosures

or barriers) for specific items or types of equipment and for

the railyard in general (i.e., noise barrier walls constructed

along the yard boundary, purchase of land to create buffer

ZOnes).

Therefore, a noise generatfon and propagation computer

model called the Railyard Noise Exposure Model (RYNEM), was

developed to conduct the health and welfare impact and cost

assessment. The purpose of this document (Volume l) is to

describe the computer model, the input data required, and

results generated. The use and programming of the model are

discussed in detail in the companion documents - Volume 2

RYNLM User Manual, and Volume 3 RYNEM Programming Manual.

The railyard noise exposure or impact computer model

currently used was constructed to determine the PE and ENI

(LW?), and noise control costs for a sample of individual

railyprd__sss,and then scale the results to a national level

representing the total impact associated with approximately

4000 reilyards identified (by U.S. DOT/FRA) in the United

States. (4) The noise impact was determined for people in

residential and commercial land use areas adjacent to and

near individual railyards. This was done, basically by using

__/
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the noise produced by groups of moving and stationary sources

operating within the boundaries of a railyard facility, and

the specific activity levels (numbers of noise events, or

duration of operation) for each source at that railyard, to

determine the noise exposure level (Ldn) generated. The land

use patterns, population density, background noise level, and

noise attenuation data for specific railyard location and type

of noise source (or group) were incorporated in the analysis

to determine the propagation pattern (variation of Ldn with

distance) over the receiving properties (residentiai a,d

commercial). The area within which the noise exposure (Ldn)

exceeded 55dB was determined and thus the PE magnitude was

obtained. _iso, the number of people in incremental Ldn

bandwidths multiplied by the impact factor for the correspond-

ing Ldn value in each band was obtained and su,,-unedover all

the increments to give the LWP value for the receiving area.

The PE and LWP values for all the receiving areas at the rail-

r_ yard were then summed to give the total impact for the rail-

yard facility.

In general, the basic elements and data requirements

form the structure of the railyard noise impact computer model

are indicated by Table i.

3
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Table I. Basic Zlements of the Railyard Noise Impact Nodel

%bdelElement Inputor OutputData

Railyardfunctionaltype -Configuration,sub areas

-dimensions(w!dth,length)

Noisesources -relativelocationinyard

-type(moving,stationary)

-operation patterns (dimensions)

-source strength (noise level)

-predominant spectra (frequencies)

-noise event durations

LandUse patterns -distributionandlocationof
"residentialand con_ercialareas
(receiving property)

-dimensions of receiving areas

-distancesto receivingareas

-landusesbetweenrailyardand
. receivingproperty

-location of noise sources (groups)
relative to receiving property

Populationimpacted -averagepopulationdensity

-receiving property population density

Railyard/NoiseSourceactivitylevel -averagenumberof dayand nightevents,
or events per work shift

-duration.ofoperationper houror
work period

Noise exposurerating scale -averageday-nightlevel(Ldn}
-basedconA-weightedsoundlevel,dB

Propagationfactors -airand groundattenuationrate

-residentialbuilding insertionloss

-industrialbuildinginsertionloss

Noisegenerationequations -Ldn,Lmax,Leq(1)maxat base distance

-Ldn,Lmax,Leq(1)max at receivingdistance

4
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Table I. {Continued)

ModelElement Imputor OutputData

Noise propagationequations - noise barrier attenuation

- Ldn variation with distance

Noise impactdetermination - PopulationExposed(PE)

- Level Weighted Population (LWP)

Noise reductioncost determination - Barrierwall cost factors

- Total cost for railyard

Railyardinventory - Numbersof railyardsin eachfunctional
category

TotalNationalimpact - L_P and PE totalsfor samplerailyards

S LFIPand PE scaledup to nationallevel
by ratio of total number to sample number

of railyards

-Tota] noise reduction costs from use
of property llne barriers



There are approximately 4000 rail carrier facilities in the U.S.

which have been defined by DOT/FRA as railyards, Some of these railyard

facilities'are relatively large (50 to I00 parallel tracks, total complex 2

to 5 miles in length), and some are relatively small (a few tracks, and a

few thousand feet in length). The largest yards may process a flew of 5000

railcars per day, while the very small yards move less than 50 railcars per

day. For modeling purposes, it was appropriate and convenient te categorize

these facilities by function into 4 major types.

a Hump classification railyards

e Flat classificatinn'railyards

a Industrial railyards

a Small industrial railyards

Classification means breaking apart the incoming trains into

blocks of cars which are re-ordered according to destination and connected

into strings of cars to make-up outgoing trains.

Hump classification yard configurations consist of a hill ove_

which rallcars are pushed by locomotives,and a bowl containing a fan of

parallel tracks into which therailcars roll by g_vity. Devices on

the tracks ca)led retarders act on the tallest wheels as they pass through

to control their speed, and switches on the tracks fix the paths of the

railcars.

Flat classification yards are operated by a n_ber of locomotives

called switch engines that pull, push, and cut loose railcars st each end of

6
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the yard to break up and re-form trains. Industrial and Small Industrial

yards are also flat yards but are operated by a smaller number of switcher

locomotives, •

The predominant noise sources (operations) identified in rail-

yard facilities and included in the model are listed in Table 2 according

to yard £ype. Switch engines and in-bound and out-bound train operation s

are modeled as moving sources, while the remaining source types Are stationary

(grouped or virtual sources).

?
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Table 2. Railyard Noise Sources

HUTIP YARD - _OISE SOURCES:

MR - Master Retarders (Includes'Group Intermediate, and Track)

HS . HumpLead Switchers

IR - Inert Retarders

MS - MakeupSwitchers

Cl Car Impacts

IL - Idling Locomotives

LT - LocomoticeLoadTest

RC RefrigeratorCars

IS Industrialand OtherSwitchers

OB OutboundTrains (Road-Hauland Local)

IB InboundTrains

FLAT CLASSIFICATION YARD - NOISE SOURCES:

CS Classification Switchers (includes industrial and other switchers)

CI Car Impacts

IB InboundTrains

OB ° Outbound Trains (Road-Hauland Local)

IL - Idling Locomotives

LT - Load Testa

RC - RefrigeratorCars

INDUSTRIAL AND SMALL INDUSTRIAL YARD - NOISE SOURCES:

SE - 5witch Engines

Cl Car Impacts

IB InboundTrains(Local)

'3 - OB OutboundTrains(Local)

8



TOFC/COFCYARDS(ATTACHEOTO SOME RAILYARDS)- NOISE COURCES:

CT Crane/Lift(Truck)

GT Hostler(Goat)Truck

Not all humpand flatyardswI11haveparkedrefrigeratorcars. Insome

cases,however,theremay be refrigeratorcarsand idlinglocomotives

parkedin thesmallerrailyards(Industrial,smallindustrial)..Notall

humpyardshaveinertretarders.

_i_redetaileddescriptionsof the functionand elementsof thecomputer

modelare presentedinthe followingsections,

_,"h
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1.2 Function and Logic of the Model

The railyard fa@ility noise emission regulation model is

designed to calculate the noise exposure levels generated and

the rate of attenuation over the receiving areas, and then to

compute the noise impact in terms of LWP and PE values for

residential and commercial land use areas at individual rail-

yards. In each case the baseline impact is calculated, and

then noise harriers of various heights are added at appropriate

railyard boundary locations to reduce the receiving' property

noise levels to selected alternative values (Ldn - 75, 70, 65,

60, and 55 dB). The costs for the required noise barriers are

also computed by the program. The basic types of input data

required and the results generated were indicated in Table 1.

In its simpliest form, the railyard noise impact model

consists of three general sub-models:

• Noise Generation Model

Ldn for each noise source

Ldn for each group of noise sources

• Noise Propagation Model
<

Excess air and ground attenuation for each source

Insertion loss due to industrial land use

Insertion loss due to residential buildings i

Insertion loss due to walls at railyard boundary !

Total attenuation of Ldn with distance

i
s Noise Impact Model

Integration to obtain PE and ENI (or LWP),
end costs of noise barrier walls

These three models are combined in an integrated

computer code.

Q
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A simplified view of the structure and elements of the

model is provided by the diagram in Figure I. A descriptionof the input

data and their requirementsand generation will be discussed in detail.

in Section 2.2. The basic sources of the data are

indicated in Figure I, The Environmental Photo InterpretationCenter (EPIC)

analyzed photographicimagery in conjunction with U.S,G.S. maps for each

sample railyard, selected in order to determine the lan_ use configuration

around the railyard, and to indicate the locations of some of the railyard

noise sources. Overlays on tracing paper were made to show the size,

boundaries, and relative locations of areas interpreted as residential,

commercial, industrial,agricultural, and undeveloped land uses. An example

is shown in Figure 2. The population and other demographicvariables in

the area surroundingeach sample railyard were obtained from census data

analyses conducted by ConsolidatedAnalyses Center, Inc. (CACI). The key

railyard and source activity rates were obtained for many OF the sample

railyards from survey questionaires returned by the rail carriers. In

general, the remainder of the data required were generated by the EPA from

the literatureon railyard operations, rail carrier noise sources, and

rail facilitynoise surveys.

The basic logic for the model is indicated in Figure 3, and can be

described as follows. For a given railyard type, type of sources operating,

railyard traffic rate, and impact area the noise generation model first

computes the Ldn value for each source at a reference distance of 100 ft.,

and then computes the Ldn for each source at ON, the distance to the nea_

side of the impact area. The composite Ldn at ON is determined for the

,l
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Figure 2 (b): TRACING OVERLAYO? MILL ST._EETYARDS, AKRDN, OHiO
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sourcegroup,andcombinedwith the backgroundnoiselevel. In thebaseline

case(no barrierwall)the compositenoiselevelis thenpropagatedacross

the impactareaintegratingthe Ldn vs. distancerelationshipwith the impact

weiOh_Ingfactorsand populationdensityin IdBincrementsto obtainthe

P£ and LWPvalues. Thisprocedureis followedfor all impactareasand

sources(groups)at the railyard,and the resultingPE and LWP valuesare

summedto obtainthe totalimpact.

Foreachof the alternativenoiselimitsat the receiving

properties,the variousheights for a wallat the rollyard boundary

necessaryto reducethe baselineLdn valueto the desiredvaluesat the

receivingpropertiesare _omputed.The LWP and PE valuesare thencalculated

as discussedabove.

,s,
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1.3 Noise Generation, Propogation, and Exposure/Impact
Equations

r_ The basic algorithms and terms used to define or deter-

mine noise generation, propogation, and impact in the computer

model are presented below:

1.3.1 Noise Generation

i. Reference Ldn at OO,(OO = I00 ft.) -

(a.) For repeated single noise events all sourcesexcept
IL, RC, and LT

Ldn iO0) = gEL - 49.4 + I0 10g [(NO+IONN)(NL/NV)],
when NO or NN • O.

Ldn (DO1 = _when. ND and NN = Q..

The term (NL/NV) represents the number of locomotives
at each virtual source (e.g., if there are 3 virtual sources
and 6 locomotives, then the effective number of locomotives
at each virtual source is:

6
= Z).

(b.) For-quasi -'continuous no'Ise events (IL, RC, and L_)'

Ldn (DO) : $£L-13.8 + tO log (NHx NUI + NH2 xNU2 +IONH3xNU3);

SEL = LEQ (i), and

NHI, NH2, or NH3>O.

Ldn (O0) = O, when NHI, NH2, and NR3 = 0.

2. Activity Rates

ND = NP x N_b _ NEE x EP

NN = NP x NEN x NES x EP

3. - Terminology -

Ldn = Day-Night Average Noise Level

gEL = Reference Single Event Level (10 log/_loL(t)/lOdt)

LEQ (1) • Reference Equivalent Noise L-re] for 1 hour duration

ND • Total Number of Day-time events (Tam - lOpm)

NN = Total Number of Night-timeevents (lOpn - 7am)

0 NL = Number of Locomotives

NV = Number of Virtual sources
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NHI = Numberof Hoursoperatingduringfirstshift

N_I = Numberof Unitsoperatingduringfirstshift.

NH2 : Numberof hoursoperatingduringsecondshift

NU2 = Numberof Unitsoperatingdruingsecondshift

NH3 = Numberof Hoursoperatingduringthird shift

NU3 = Numberof Unitsoperatingduringthirdshift

NP = Numberof Fass-bysper event (movingsources)

NED - NumberoF ,'o,,rcesor events,Day-time

NEN • Numberof sourcesor events,Night-time

NES _ Numberof Eventsper Source

EP = EventProbability

.,'S 4. ReferenceLMAXand LEQ MAX (at DO).

(a.) Forrepeatedsing]enoiseevents

LMAX= LMAX(DO)+ 10 log NL

LEOMAX= Largerof Day LEO and Night LEQ (I)

Day LEO (Z)=SEL - 47.3 +ZOlog[NO(_]

NL(i)• SEL- 45.1+ 10 log N (_-_)]Night LEQ

(b.) For quasi - continuousnoise events(IL,RC,andLT)

LMAX• LMAX (DO}+ 10 ]og (NUX)

LEQMAX- LEQ (I)+ 10 log (NUX)

NUX • Largerof N:I,NU_,or NU3

_J 3.0



1.3.2 Noise Propagation

5. Ldn at Receiving Property (DN). N
DN

Ldn (DN) = LDN(DO) - ALPHAG x (DN-D0)-A_ - i0 log(w)

DN = Distance from source to near side of receiving
property

ALPHAG = Extra Air and Ground Attenuation Coefficient

AT = Insertion loss due to industrial buildings

N = I for moving source

2 for stationary source

6. 124AX and LEQMAX at Receiving Property (DN).

= DN_
I24AX (DN) LMAX-ALPHAG X (DN-DO) - AI - 10 log (_1 N

LEQMAX(DN)= _.EQMAX- ALPHAGX (DN-DO)-A:_-i0 log(_-{-_')

7. Noise _arrier (Wall) Attenuation

AW = 5+10 log ( _ - )_

N •2_/_o.

_o" wave length for predominant frequency _:_

- propagation path distance increment due to barrier

y- variable (I to 2), dependent on type of source and configuration

factors;

•For this model a conservative value of 1 was selected for y.
This partially accounts far the effects of finite barrier
lengths, and compensates for the fact that extra ai_ and
ground attenuation has been accounted for elsewhere in the
propogstion equations.

:w--k
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A =v/(Hw - Hs)2 + (DR - DB)2

B =_H w -Hr )2 + DB2

r 2
C = J(lls-Hr)+ DR2

Hw = wall height, ft. (maximum a11owable Hw = 30 ft.)

He = source height, ft.

Hr = receiver height, ft.

C6 = distance from railyard boundary to receiving property, ft.

DR** = distance from source to receiving property, Ft.

*'When OB < 50, DR = D_I+ (50-DB), DB = 50

WhenDB > 50, DR = ON

8. The following restrictions hold for AW -

a. When Hs = Hr and Hw <Hs: AI4 = 0

b. When Hs = Hr and Hw = Hs: AW = 5

c. When Hs • Hr and Hw<h + Hr :AW = 0

d. When Hs_ Hr and Hw = h + Hr: AW = 5
h = (Hs-Hr) DB/DR

e. When Hr> Hs and Hw<h + HS: AW =0

f. When Hr_H s and Hw - h + Hs: AW = 5

,DR-DB )h = (Hr-Hs) L DR

These restrictions result in AW = 0 when the wall is

not high enough to break the line-of-sight between the source

and the receiver, and AW = 5 dB when the wall height is just

high enough tO break the line-of-sight.
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8. Ldn at any distance (D) beyond reoeiving property line.
D_

Ldn (D) = Ldn (DN) - AT - GALPHAG x (D-DN) - 10 log (_N)

GALPHAG = grouped source air and ground absorption co-

efficient (db/ft.).

AT = Total insertion loss due to noise barrier, industrial

land, and residential/cgmmercial buildlngs(dB).

N = 1 for moving source

2 for stationary source

9. Total fnseftion losst AT.

AT i f (AW, AX_ AR), dB

AWI noise barrier wall insertion loss, dB

AX = industrial building insertion loss, dB

AR = residential/commerclal building insertion loss, dB

Baseline (tiewall at railyard boundary AW=O)

Case (a) When AI = 0 AT = AR

Case (b) When kl • 0 AT = AI +_

Wall at Railyard Boundary (AW > O)

Case (¢) When AI = 0 AT = AW * AR/2 "

Case (d) When AI >0

AT - AW ÷ AI + AR/4

,Sour6e g_oup composite Ldn
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1.3.3 Noise Exposure/Impact

Improvements in public health and welfare are regarded

as benefits of noise control. Public health and welfare bene-

fits may be quantified both in terms of reductions in noise •

exposures and, more meaningfully, in terms of reductions in

adverse effects. The model first quantifies community exposure

to rail facility noise (number of people exposed at different

noise levels), then translates this exposure into a" community

impact measure. The noise exposure/impact scale is based on

• the general adverse response to environmental noise, and

indicates the magnitude of s_ress response and the severity

of activity interference.

In general, reducing rail facility noise levels at

residential and commercial land uses is expected to produce

._ the following benefits:

i. Reduction in railyard noise levels and associated
cumulative long-term impact upon the exposed

population.

2. Fewer activities disrupted by individual, intense
noise or intruding noise events.

3. General i_provement in the quality of life,

restoring quietness as an amenity resource.

The railyard noise i_pact model quantifies the noise

levels in residential and commercial areas, and numbers of

residents living within each different level of noise environ-

ment. This provides a measure of the community's general

adverse response to rail facility noise. The analyses were

conducted on the basis of population information which indi-

cated the local average population densities near railyards, .

but with no differentiation between residential and commercial

land use. This, in effect, quantified the impact on the

_ residents of the area regardless of whether they participate

in residential or commercial activities.
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The generalmeasureforenvironmentalnoiseusedby the EPA

is the equivalentor averageA-weightedsoundlevel(Leq),in unitsof

decibels.Thisindicatorcorrelateswellwiththe overalllong-tem

effectsof noiseon the publichealthandwelfare.

Whenexpressedin tems of an A-weightedsoundlevel,L(t),the

equivalentsoundlevel (_q) is expressedby:

Liq - 10 1o_ 0 a2"c_ _] 1QJ. dc
Fc_

L Po .J

The cut;;ulativeimpactof noiseon peopleis assessedin terns

of the day-nightsoundlevel(Ldn)whichis a noiseratingscaledeveloped

by the EPA. Ldn is usedas a ratingscalefor the daily (24-hour)sound
exposure. It incorporatesa weightingappliedto nighttimenoiselevels

to accountfor the increasedsensitivityor reactionof peopleto noise

intrusionat night. Thus,Ldn is definedas theequivalentsoundlevel

duringa 24-hourperiod,witha 10 dB weightingappliedto thenoiselevels

for the noiseeventsduringthe nighttimehoursof 10 P.M.to 7 A.M. This

_y be exp_ssed by the followingequation:

, , g , ,

where T-t3-t1, t1=7A.H.on Ist day,t2=I0P.M.and t3 = 7 A.l.L

:S"_
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For the purposes of this model, noise impact criteria presented

in the EPA Levels Document are used. When the outdoor level of Ldn=55 dB

(which is identified in the EPA Levels Document as requisite to protect the

public health and welfare) is met, no adverse impact in terms of general

annoyance and communlty response is assumed to exist on a statistical basis.

For Ldn • 55, a function for weighting the magnitude of noise

impact with respect to general adverse response (annoyance) has been dev-

eloped by the EPA. This function, normalized to unity at Ldn = _5 dB,

expresses the expected fractional impact, W (Ldn), in accordance with the
following relationship:

.e,(I-C) (oF L >'c,

10. W(Ldn) =
for L ( C.

L is the observed or measured tdn of the environmental noise, and in this

study model the criterion level C is Ldn = 55 dB.

The total impact of railyard noise can then be expressed in terms

of both extensiveness (i.e., the number of people impacted) and'intensiveness

(the severity of impact) by multiplying the W (Ldn_ value by the number of

people (P) exposed for the corresponding noise level and area under consideration.
M.

For an increment o_ area, then, the noise level weighted population

(LWP), or the number of people who are considered 100 percent affected, is

given by:

ii. LWPi • Wi (Ldn) x Pi
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Sincethe Ldn froma givensourcevaries_vithdistance,the W(Ldn_ value
willvarywith distancealso,and the totalimpact(LWP)is obtainedoy

integrationor summationof the LWP valuesin the successiveincrementsof

area outfrom the source. In the generalform,the totalequivalentimpact

ratingis:

12. LWP _ Pi x Wi (Ldn)
i

l_orespeciflcally,theLWP calculationismade on the basisof successive

i dB decrementsin Lc,whereLc is the compositeLdn valuefor the grouped
sourcenoiseleveland thebackgroundnoiselevel,subjectto certain

restrictionsexplainedsubsequently.

SourcegroupLdn - EG = 10 log _ 10 Ldnj/10),dB;
J

Ldnj= Ldn valueforeach
source,

(10LG/IO+10LBG/IO),13. Lc, compositeenvironmentalLdn = 10 log dB:

and LBG = background(non-railyardsource)I+dn'dB

14. LBG = 22 + 10 log/O+dB; when/¢< i:_B_

LBB = 54 dB, when,/O_I_

/o= localaveragepopulation.density(sq.m.)

15. Restrictionson LG and Lc:

LG > LBG -k,k <_.6,and

Lc>5 S

These restrictions prevent LG from decreasing to less than 6 dB below

LBG, and thus prevent Lo from decreasing to less than 55 dB.
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16. AverageLc for each incrementalareain computingLWPi

wi(Ldn)_Wi (_o)

Lci+l = Lci -idB, and

...... Lci ; Lci+l

ci = 2 dB

.......(rc -sgwi(_c)= )
20

17. Incremental area and population

The incrementalareas (Ai) areeitherrectangularstrips(formoving
sources) or angular sectors between successive segments of a circle (for

stationarysources).

StationarxSources

2 -l 01 _/
,_" Ai = Di+__cos (D-_+_) Dl -- g2i+i " D21

c°s'l

Moving Sources

Aim d(Di÷l -Di),d . length of receiving property,
Di = distance from source _o near s_de of are_ increment,

Di+I = distance from source to far side of area i_crement.

The increment area population Is computed according to:

Pi ",Pr AI , where

/Or =/O/r , and

r - residentialand commerciallanduse factor,or fra_tlon(r<_.1,0)

i l
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Thus, starting at DN (or Di = D1 ) and continuing across

the receiving preperty, increments of area are defined (Di

is computed) such that _ . decreases 3 dB for each successive
cl

area increment until either the far side of the property is

reached or Lc decreases to 55 dE. Wi(L c) and LI,_i are com-

puted for each area increment, and the LW? i values ere

stugmad to obtain the total LWP value. Also, the total area

in which Lc _ 55 dB is multiplied by pr te obtain the Pepu-

laticn Exposed (PE) value.

18. Total National Impact

When LWP values have been computed for a s_unple Of

railyards for one ef each ef the 4 types of railyards, the

L_ associated with,all the railyards in the United States

for the particular type(s) is estimated according to:

" LWPs = _ LWPk , and

Nt

LWPt " LNPs ×tTss , where

LWPs • total LNP for the sample railyards (in a particular type),

Ns _ number af ral]yards in the sample,

Nt , estimated numberof ral]yards In the U.S. fnr the particu)artype.

f--!
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1.4 Benefit and Cost Measures

The benefits associated with alternative regulatory

levels for railyard facility noise emission limits are

measured in terms of the reduction in the ENI (or LWP) or

PE achieved. The computer model calculates the difference

between the baseline (i.e., no noise barriers at the rail-

yard boundary) ENI value and the resulting ENI value after

different height walls are considered at the railyard

boundary to reduce the noise levels to the alternative

regulatory levels (Ldn = 75, 70, 65, and 60 dB). Thus, the

output data includes the ENI reduction (DENI) associated

with each regulatory level for each railyard analyzed.

The computer program also computes the estimated costs

for construction of the walls at the railyard boundary to

attenuate the railyard source noise levels to th_ alternative

, regulatory levels. The noise barrier costs are determined

according to:

$ cost of wall - length (ft.) X height (ft.) X ci

cost t_EL" unit area ($/f )"

This cost, Oi, is assumed to be $I0 per sq ft.
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2.0 Input Data Requirements

2.1 Introduction

Two categories of functional input data are required

for the operation of the computer program. Fixed (or static)

data are required that define the railyard and noise source

type, source operation characteristics, basic activity assump-

tions, and the physics of noise propagation. Variable (or

dynamic) data are required to define the configurat'ion of the

specific railyard, the receiving property locations, size and

population, and the noise event rates for the specific rail-

yard and sources, i

The fixed data.include reference noise levels (Lma x and

Ls) for all the noise sources, the d/stance from the source

to reference location, attenuation factors, number of sources

f-_ and source groups, and activity factor assumptions. The

variable data include distance from sources to receiving pro-

perties, dimensions of receiving properties, travel distance

for moving sources, propagation attenuation factors, n_mber of

noise events or hours of operations for eaoh source_ and

nu2nber of noise sources.



2,2 Source Noise Levels

The reference average noise levels* used in the noise impact

health and welfare model are sun_narizedin Table 3. The bases for deter-

mining the average noise level for each type of source are presented below.

Data sourcesare specified in the reference section.(6-13) More detailed

information on the derivation of the average source noise levels can be

found in Reference 17, Appendix L.

Master/GroupRetarders

Average Maximum Noise Level:

The references (numbers in parentheses) and data shown below were used to

obtain the baseline averagemaximum noise level for master and group re-

tarders. All measurements were at or normalized to a distance of log ft. (3Dm).

(I) a. Lmax energy ave. = 116 dB; 58 measurements.

b. Lmax energy ave. = 111 dB; 37 measurements.

,'_. (6) Lmax energy ave. = 108 dB @ 100 ft (30 m); 38 measurements.

(g) a. Lmax energy ave. = 109.5 dB; 113 measurements.

b. LmaX energy ave. = 108.5 dB; 164 measurements.

(1,6,9) C_mpssite average Lmax = 111 dB; 410 measurements.

Average Single Event Level (_s):

A sample noise-time history in'dicateddurations of 1.5 to 2 sec

between the 20 dB down points for clearly definabl2 events.(6) The typical

Lmex = 110 dB at IO0 ft with a lOdB down point duration (tlO) of i see and a

t_ical Ls of 107 dB. This implies that Ateff = 0,5 sec since:

Ls = Lmax + i0 log A teff.

A few other data Indicated a typical retarder squeal Cat IO0 ft or 30 m

distance)could be representedby an equilateral triangle time-historywith

a maximum level of 110 dB and a duration of 3,6 sec for the 30 dB down

points it30).(6'9) This also results in Ateff = 0.5 sec.

Additional data on retarder noise events were obtained during

noise measurementsat railyardsconducted for the EPA in 1978.(13)

*A-weighted sound pressure level, dB re. 2XIO dynes/cm _.
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Tab]e3

SOURCENOISE LEVEL*SUHHARY

Numberof

source _easurements LmaxJ=l_J Leq (Workcycle),dBjL s or_Leq(l_ o
Noise dg

MasterRetarder: 410 I11 108
Group,Trackand
Inte_edlate

InertRetarder 96 93 go

Flat Yard SwitchEngine Ref. 18 90 77 94 (4HPII)

HumpSwitchEngine, Ref. 6 90 78 95 (4MPII)
(ConstantSpeed)

w In.orOut-boundLocomotive Ref. 6 90 78 95 (4 MPII)

IdlingLocomotive 6_ (<2500HP) [66]_, 67 (>2sooNP)
Ear Impact 164 99 94

RefrigeratorCar 23 73 67 [67]

LoadTest (HighThrottle) 59 90 87 [87]

CraneLift Ref.19 83 79 106.5

Hostle_truck Ref. Ig 82 65 g4,5

* A-_leiglltedAveragoat IDO ft.



Analyticalevaluationof the 1978measurementdata indicatetypicalateff
valuesin the 0.5 sec range.(17) Thus,at iO0 ft (30m) distancefrom

the retarder, the typical or average Ls value is 108 dB.

Inert Retarders

The energyaveragemaximumlevel(Lmax)for the 96 datapoints
was 93 dB (@ 100 ft.).(6)

Sincetherewereno dataavailableon inertretarder.noiseevent

durations,itwas assumedthatateff = 0.5 sec. Thusthe referenceLs was
90 dB.

Pl.at.YardSwitch.Engines

Maximumnoiselevelsat 100 ft. (30 m) for 3Q eventsduring

accelerationpassbys("kicking"railcars)were in the range73 to 9Z dB, _vith

an energyaveragelevelof 83 dB.(6) However,more recentdataindicateda

work cycleaveragelevelof 77 dB, and an averagespeedof 4 mph.(18)

,'_ Therefore(5.).

ReferenceLs = 77 + 10 log ( _ D/V)= g4 dB, where
= 100 ft.,and V = 5.9 ft./see.

HumR Switch Engipe

_' Onlya few datasampleswere availableto indicatethe typical

noiselevelforhumplead switchenginepassbys.(6} Thesedata indicated

that.Leq was in the 76 to80 dB rangeat 100 ft (30m). Therefore,an
i

Leq = 78 dB was assumedfarthe noiseimpactmode_. Thus(g)

ReferenceLs = 78 + 10 log (E_)- 95 dB, where
D • 100 ft,,and V = 5.9 ft,/sec.

IdlingLocomotives

Tv#oreferencescontainednumerousmeasurementsof noiselevels

froma widevarietyof typesand sizes(HP)of raillocomotivesat the

stationaryidle(throttlesettingO) condition.(2'6) The measurementswere

obtainedat distancesof 50 to 150 ft (15.2to 92 m) in railyards_nder a
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varietyof operatingconditions(includingloadtests,specialtestsnear

repair shops and groups of idling locomotives). These data were examined

and,whererequired,normalizedto the noiselevelof one locomotiveat a

distanceof I00 ft (gO m). In thosecaseswhere themeasuredlevelwas due

to a llneor groupof locomotives,a standardanalyticalprocedurewas used

to estimate the average level for one locomotive.(6) One of the references

presenteddatafor "roadengines"end "switchengines"withoutdefining

either type of locomotive.(6) The other reference listed the power rating

(HP)of the locomotivesforwhichnoiselevelswere measured.(2!

In the railyardnoiseimpactmodel,it was assumedthatswitching

operationswere performedby a 50/50mixtureof locomotivesaboveandbelow

2BOO HP. Therefore, the Leqtl) value used in the model for an idling loco-

motivewas 66 dB.

Load Cell Operations

f-_ Noisemeasurementdata for locomotivesoperatingin a stationary

conditionat highthrottlesettingswere availablefrom4 references.(I'2'6'9)

The locomotiveswere operatingundereithera self-loadconditionor at a

loadtestcellfacility.The majorityof thedata samples(51 out of 59)

werecontainedin one of the references.(2) The sizeof the Iocomotiwes

ranged from 1500 to 3600 Np, and the noise levels at 100 ft {3_ m) ranged

from 84 to g4 dB. The resultingenergy average noise level at 100 ft (30 m)

was gO dB. However, to account for a mixture of ]ow and high throttle

settings,an Leq(1) = 87 dB was assumed. ,.

Refrigerator Cars

Noiselevelsfromthe dieselenginepoweredcoolingunitson refrigerator

carsare a functionof enginespeedand whichside of the car themeasurement

is beingmade. The coolingunitstypicallyoperateat eitherlowor hlgh

enginespeed. Severalreferencesare availablewhich presenta totalof

approximatelylog samplesof refrigeratorcar noiselevels.(6'12'17)
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However,muchof the data isnot definedrelativeto bothenginespeedand

side of rallcar (engine vs. condenser). Therefore, only those noise data

(about23 samples)forWhichspecificoperatlngconditionsand measurement

locationswereknownwereusedto derivethe representativeaveragenoise

levelfor refrigeratorears.(6'17) Theweighted(energy)averagefor both

sidesat eachthrottlesettingwas calculatedsincethe refrigeratorcars

are likelyto be randomlymrientedin the railyards,and thusitwas assumed

that itwouldbe equallylikely(overthe totalnumberof railyards)for the
receivingpropertyareasto be subjectedto the highand lownoisesides.

Also,the recentreferencesindicatedthathigh enginespeedoperation

typicallyoccurredfor only10minutesper hour.(12) Thus,the weighted

energyaveragelevelfor bothspeedsand bothsideswas 73 dB at 50 ft (15m).

The reference level thus used in the noise impact model was Leq'I1)= 67 dB

at I00 ft (30m).

Railcar Coupling (Impact)

f"_ Severalreferencesprovidednoiseleveldata for railcarcouplingimoact

events.(6'g'11) Twoof the referenceswhichwere initiallyavailabledid not

includeeithercouplingspeeddatacorrelatedto the noiselevel,or noise

eventdurationsfromwhichSEL valuescouldbe determined.(6,9) However,

other referencesprovidedimpactnoiselevels(_naxand Ls) correlatedto

couplingspeeds,and indicatedthe probabilitydistributionfor coupling

speeds.(I0'11J-"Assumingthatthe noiseleveland speeddistributionswould

holdfor all railyards,it was possibleto calculatethe expectedenergy

noiselevelfor car impactevents. Essentially,the expectedlevelis the

integralof the productof the nolse-speedand _peed-probabilityfunctions.

The basicdata usedfor thisdeterminationconsistedof 31 samplesof LmaX

and L valuesfor couplingnoise(11),and 61,000samplesof car couplinge
speeds,(10)

The expectednoise level valueswere:

Max Lexp = 98.8dS at 100 ft (30.5m).

Ls exp " g4 dS at 100 ft (30.5m).
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In addition, twopossible impact noise control options were considered -

limiting coupling speeds to 6 MPH, or to 4 MPH. Expected noise level

valuesfor thesecaseswere determinedby assumingthatforthe 6 MPH speed

limitcase,all couplingsabove6 MPH would be redistributedintothe 5 to
6 MPH interval. And for the 4 FIPHspeed limit case, all couplings above

4 MPH wouldbe redistributedintothe 3 to 4 MPH interval.The resultswere:

I 6 MPH Speed Limit,Max Lexp = 97.3dB

Ls exp = 92.0 dB

m 4 MPH SpeedLimit,Max Lexp = 91,7dB

Ls exp = 85.8 dB

TOFC/COFCYardNoiseSources

Itwas determinedby noisesurveydata thatthe trailers-on-

flat-carand container-on-flat-carareasat railyardscouldbe represented I

. by two predominantnoisesources- dieselpoweredcranes(crane-lifts)and !

trucks(hostleror goattrucks).(19) The averagenoiselevelsat 100 ft. i

(30m), and durationsper work cyclewere: !

Crane-liftLmax= B3 dB

Leq (workcycle)= 79 dB !
{

Workcycleduration= 9 min.

LS (workcycle)= 106.5dB

GoatTruck Lmax• 82 dB

Leq (workcycle)• 65 dB

Workcycleduration_ 15 min.

Ls (workcycle)- 94.5 dB



2.3 Fixed Input Data

The fixed input data are shown in Table 4. The fixed input

data remain constant for all the corresponding yards unless new

data become available or new assumptions are made. Then, of

course, the values of the input parameters can be changed

accordingly. The source related activity constants (NP, NL,

NV, etc.) were derived from the railyard data base evaluations.

For example, the number of pass-bys (NP=2) per each switch

engine operation is based on the logic that each receiving pro-

perty will be exposed to one noise event as the switcher moves

by to pick up a block of railcars, and then a second noise

event when the switcher returns with the railcars to conduct the

classification operation. However, it is assume d that the re-

ceiving properties will be exposed to only one noise event

(NP=I) for each inbound and outbound train operation. In the

case of stationary sources, NP is not applicable, and a value i:

_'_ of 1 _no effect) is entered in the noise generation equation, i

In the case of railcar coupling noise events (or i:_pacts, CI). i

the number of virtual sources (NV) is assumed equal to 2 for

hump yards and 4 for flat classification yards so that there

are effectively 2 or 4 locations, 1 or 2 at each end of the

classification area, where the noise events occur. In conjunc-

tion with car impacts it is also assumed (based on measured data)

that in general only one-half of the cars classified result in

a noise event and thus the noise event probability (EP) is 0.5.

In the ease of master/group retarder (MR) noise events, the

railcars pass through 2 (or more) retarder stages, but produce

a noise event only one-half the time - thus the number of noise

events per railcar classified (NES) is 2 and the noise event

probability (EP) is 0.5. In the TOFC/COFC areas the goat or

hostler truck (_) works two cycles (NES=2) for each flat rail-

oar (two trailers per flat car), and the crane lift (CT) works

4 cycles (NESt4) for each flat railcar loaded.

J
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TABLE 4. FixedInputDatafor RailyardNoise ImpactMade]
NoiseSourceData

INPU,TDATA PARAMETER

OISELMAX* L$* RP NL N NV NES EP ALPHAG DO

OURCE (dB) (dB) (dB/FT) (FT)

H$ 90 95 2 I i I 1 1 ,001 100

_ 0o 94 z 2 I I i i .ooi
IS 90 94 2 I I i i I .001

C$ 90 94 2 I I I I I .OOl

IB 90 95 I 3(I) I I i i .002

081 90 95 i 3(2) I I i I .002

002 90 95 1 I . 1 I i 1 .002

HR 111 108 1. 1 2 1 2 0.50 .010

IR 93 90 I I 2 i I 0.85 .OlO

CI 99 94 I I 2 2 (3) i 0.50 .005

IL 66 66 NA NA 2 NA NA NA .0025

RC 73 67 61A P¢A 2 NA NA NA .0035

LT 90 (4) 87(4) NA NA 2 NA NA NA .0020

GT 82 94.5 1 1 2 1 2 1 .0020
CT 83 i06,5 i I 2 I 4 I .0020

* Reference (at I00 ft.) ..

(i) 1 for Industrial and Small Industrial Yards

(2) 1 for Small Industrial Yards

(3) 4 for Flat Classification Yards

{4) Those values ore reduced by 12 dB in the model
when it is assumed that the source standard for
load _est cells requlres a noise absorbing barrler
to be used at the teet cell site.
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2.4 Source Noise Attenuation Factors

Divergence Loss

The reductionof noisewithdistancefromthe sourcebecauseof

divergenceloss forstationary(individualand grouped)sourcesin the rail-

yardsisa functionof 20 log10{distanceratio)assumingthatthe sources
radiate in the normal hemispherical pattern. _'herefore-

StationarySource: Ldn (Dg)= Ldn (DI)- 20 log (_12).

In the caseof the movin9sources,e.g.,switchengines,Ldn is
developedfromSENELper pass-byand the numberof pass-byevents. At a

particulardistancefromthe sources the SENEL val'Je is a functior,of the

speedof the sourceand the maximumnoiselevel(Lmax) duringthe pass-by.(5)

SENEL1 = Lmax1+ I0 log L''_)

'_'_ where:

DI = distance from source to observer (m), and

V = sourcespeed (m/see). j

Thenat any otherdistanceg2 it can be shownthat -

D2

SENEL2 = SENEL1 - 10 log_? ,and D_

MovingSource: Ldn (D2)• Ldn (DI)- 10 log (4)Air and Ground Absorption • ;

Duringpropagation,the noiseenergyi_ alsoabsorbedin the air

and on the ground surfaces. The air and ground absorption rates are dependent
mainlyon the predominantfrequenciesin the noise spectrumand alsothe

relative humidity and air temperature. Nominal expressions for air and

ground attenuation developed by gOT, for an average day (60OF and 65"_relative

humidity) are:

2fd

Aair "

)
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Aground = I0 log10 _5" , for fd > 4xi05,
4xi0 5

Aground = O, for fd "_4xlO ,
where:

A = attenuation, dB

f : sound frequency,Hertz, and

d - distance from source, feet•

However, since the noisemode] must compute Ldn values, and since the

Ldn noise rating scale is based on A-weighted sound levels, it is more con-
venient to use a combined air and ground attenuation factor representingthe

attenuation of the A-weighted noise levels with distance• For each type of

source the air and ground attenuationwas calculated for 100 to 2000 foot

(30 to 610 m) distance using the center frequency of each octave band for

the f value in the equations given above• The A-weighted level at each

distance was then computed from the correspondingly attenuated octave band

noise ]eve]s, and the differencesbetween the levels at the selected dis-

tances were used to detemine the average extra attenuation (Aa+g) in dB
attribura_-e--to air and groundabsorption. The resulting combined air and

c'h
• ground absorption coefficientsare shown for each noise source type in Table 5.

Table 5. CO)_INED AIR AND GROUNDABSORPTION FOR MAJOR RAILYARD NOISE SOURCES

Combined Air and Ground

Noise Source Absorption Coeffic.ients,
ALPHAG (dB/ft)"

Re_arder 0.01 (dB/ft) O.033(da/m)

Switch Englne 0,001 _. 0,0033

Car Impacc 0,005 ,0164

IdlLng Locomociv. 0,0025 .0082

Locomoclva Load T_aC 0.002 .0066

• Refrtge_ac_on Car 0.0035 ,0115

RoAd-}[aul Locomotive O,O02 ,0066

C=Ane-llf_ 0.002 .0066

Hostl,r Truck 0.002 •0066

•Based On A-we£gbted SPL
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However, _in general, the noise impact results from either

groups of stationary or moving sources• The average

absorption coefficients assumed for mixed types of stationary

and moving sources are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Average Propagation A_tenuatien Coefficient
for Grouped Sources

Group Type GALP_AG IdB/ft.)

Moving Source Group 0.002

Stationary Source Group 0.005

2.5 Noise Barrier Parameters

The noise attenuation in a receiving property due to

placement of a wall at the railyard boundary is determined

{_-_ from the equations shown in subsection 1.1.3.2, Noise Pro-
..... pagati_n± item 7. The dominant sound frequency and height

above ground for each type of noise source are shown in

Table 7. The receiver height (Hr) used was 5 ft.

Table 7. Consuante for Noise Barrier Attenuation
Calculation

Dominant Source Height
Sound Frequency Above Ground

Noise Source fo(H_) _ B(ft)

IL 125 10

He,MS,IS 550 10

CS,IB,OB
MR,IR 2500 1

RC 1250 8

CT,HT 550 8

CI 1250 3

LT 550 15 •

. ., ,, , , ,
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2.6 Insertion Loss Due to Buildings

Residential end Commercial Land Uses

On the basis of railyard location data, it was determined

that noise attenuation factors due to buildings were necessary

for three cases: (I) very low density areas, (2) residential

areas with slngle-floor houses, and (3) residential, commer-

cial or other areas with multi-floor buildings.

Typical insertion loss factors for the first row and

additional rows of buildings have been previously determined

(15,16,20,21,22). These factors were developed generally for

highway traffic noise sources (line sources).

When the overall conditions, including background noise

effects, are taken into consideration, the expected total

r_ insertion loss for several rows of buildings was in the range

.... 5 dB for sur_'rban residential areas (single-floor dwellings),

and i0 dB for higher-density areas with multi-floor buildings.

The resulting insertion loss values used in the model for 3

dlfferent population density ranges are listed in Table 8.

Values of 4 and B dB are used in place of S and i0 dB, respec-

tively, to compensate for the variability in attenuation with

distance from the wall, and the inclusion of the insertion

loss at DN, rather than after the first one or two rows of

buildings.

Tabls 8. Noise A£tenuation Due to Buildings on
Receiving Properties

LOCALAVERAGE INSERTION LOSE:AR
POPULATION DENSITY

_.(PEOPLE/SQ. MI.). (dB)

<2000 0

2000 tO 80"0_ 4

•8OOO 8
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Industrial Buildings

In those cases where there are other land uses between

the railyard and receiving property, the attenuation dse to

buildings on the intervening property is accounted for. The

insertion loss factors used are shown in Table 9. It was

assumed that there were no buildings on undeveloped and

agricul_urel land. The insertion loss applicable for moving

Sources is less than for stationary sources since any indus-

trial buildings act as a truncated or finite barrier.

Table 9. Noise Attenuation Due to Buildings on
: Properties Between Railyard and Receiving

i Areas

Insertion Loss (dB): AI
Statio- Moving and

Type Of Moving mary Stationary
Land Use Sources Sources Sources

Undeveloped 0 0 0

Agricul_ural 0 0 0

Industrial 5 i0 7

t
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rk
2.7 Variable Input Data

The variable input data are railyard specific. In general they are

determined for a sample railyard from EPIC analyses and source activity

data provided by the railyard operator (rail carrier company).

The locations of noise sources, source operation patterns (lengths

of travel, etc.), locations and sizes of residential and commercial areas,

and distances from noise sources to receiving properties are determined

from examination of USGS map and aerial photographs (EPIC analyses). However,

usuallynot all the data requlred to determine the sourcs locations and

activity rates, durations of operations, and daily distribution of operations

are provided. Therefore other factors and assumptions have to be included

in the data development.

Examples of typical variable input data for particular railyard type

are shown In Table 10. The method of derivation of these parameters is

discussed in more detail in sub-section 2.9, Railyard Activity Data, and

/_. section 3.0, Oer.ivation of Input Data.

The data shown in Table i0 indicate that for this example the study

area around the railyard is 50% residential and co_erical land use, and

there are E separate areas designated as residential or commercial (impacted

receiving properties). In the case of tilefirst area (R 1), the receiving

property is 4000 ft In length (parallel to the railyard), 8000 ft. wide, and

is impacted by 3 moving noise sources. The distance (DN) from these sources

to the nearest side of Rl is 300 ft., and the distance (DB) from the railyard

boundary to RI is 1O0 ft. The intervening land use is industrial, and it is

assumed that industrial buildings result in an insertion loss (AZ) of 5dB in

the noise level between the source and the receiving property (RI). Since

the local average populatlon density is in the 2000 to 8000 people/sq, mi.

range, it is assumed that single family dwellings are on the property, and the

noise level attenuation insertion loss) due to the buildings (AR) is 4 dB.
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Table lO. Variable Input Data for Noise Impact Model: Sample
Railyard Example

AVERAGE RESIDENTIAL NUMBEROF
RAILYARD YARDTYPE/ POPULATION COH_ERCIAL RECEIVING
I.D. TRAFFICCATEGORY DENSITY LAND USE FACTOR PROPERTIES

Name/City/ Hump Class./
State High 5000 0.5 5

IHPACT LENGTH WIDTH DB ATT(dB) DN(FT.) NUMBEROF SOURCES
AREAS (FT.) (FT.) (FT.) AB,AR .MOVING/STA.MOVING STATIONARY

RI 4000 8000 100 5,4 300 0 3 0

NOISE NED NEN NHI NH2 NH3 NUI NU2 NU3
SOURCE

H5 45 3B

IB I0 5 -

OBI 7 3

r_, IMPACT LENGTH WIDTH DB ATT(dB) DNCFT.INUNBEROF SOURCES
AREA (FT.) (FT') (FT.) AB,AR MOVINGyS----_.MOVING STATIONARY

R2 2000 6000 0 O, 4 300 400 2 2

NOISE
SOURCE NED NEN NH! NH._2 NH3 NU__!INU__.22 NU_33
MS 20 10

OB2 5 2 - '

MR 1500 I000

LT 8 4 0" 2 I 0

Impact
Area ....... etc.

R3

etc.
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The source activity data indicate the hump switch engines (HS) move

a total of 75 blocks of railcars per day (45 blocks during the day-time, and

30 blocks during the nlght-time), and there are 15 inbound trains (IB)

per day and I0 outbound road haul trains (OBI) per day distributedduring

the day and night as shown.

8,
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2.8 Population Density

The populationdatafora samplerailyardis generatedby Consolidated

AnalysesCenters,Inc.(CACI)usingtheirSite II Systemdatabaseand computer

programwhichincorporate1970blocklevelcensusdata, Thisprogramaccesses

and summarizesthe 1970censusat the blockand blockgrouplevelsand also

estimate_thelg77populationfora selectedstudyareabasedon such.in-

formationas publicutilityconnectionsand residentialconstructionrates.

The CACI systemproducesa DemographicProfileReport,a samp]eof whichis

shown in Figure4.

The studyarea is rectangularin shapeand equalto the lengthof the

railyardcomplex,and extendseither2SODft (762m) or 5000 ft (1524m)

on each sidedependingon the sizeof theyard (i.e.,5000ft (1924m) for

classificationyards and 2500ft (762m) for industrialand smallyards).

The sitespecificor localaveragepopulationdensityis obtainedby dividing

estimated1977population_y theareawithinthe rectangularcoordinatesof

the studyarea{excludingthe railyardarea).

f'_ The sitespecificor localaveragepopulationdensityis not equalto
trueresidentaildensitysincein the studyarea, the landsurfaceareaused

to obtainthedensityvalueincludesthe commercial,industrial,agrigulturel,

and undevelopedland. In themodelit is assumedthatthepeopleare contained

in the residentialand co_ercialareasaroundthe railyardwithinthe study

area. The residential-commerciallanduse functionis determinedforEPIC

analyseswhichare discussedin a latersection. Thereforethe impacted

populationdensity(_r) is obtainedby dividingthe localaverage/o by
the residentiallanduse fraction(r), -.
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2.9 Railyard Activity Data

In general, two sources of data are required to determine

the activity rates and traffic parameters for the railyard

noise sources. The principal activity data for individual sample

railyards are obtained from the resspective railroad companies

via a survey questionnaire. However, the survey questionnaire

and the rail carrier response do not provide all the source

activity factors required by the model. Therefore, some of

the activity parameters are developed from typical or average

railyard traffic data for each general type of yard provided

by a DOT/FRA study.

The average activity rates in terms of low, medium and

/ high traffic categories for hump and flat classification type

yards as determined by DOT/FRA are listed in Tables Ii

and 12, resDectively. The average data for the

industrial and small industrial type yards are listed in

Tables 13 and i4. In general, when required,

the range of traffic rats values for the low, medium and high

traffic categories are used tO judge which'category a sample

classification yard should be placed. These key traffic rate

ranges for classification yards are shown in Table 15.

It is sometimes necessary, however, to use the area of the

classification portion of the railyard to judge in which

category the yard belongs. The estimated ranges of areas for

the three categories are listed in Table 15. The

a
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_'% 1\3'._Ii

Average Activity Rates for Hump ClassificatiDn Yards

TraEfi¢ Rat_ C_te_y

AccivL_y _Para_r (_1000__ _lOO0_ _G001_ (_2_0__°

_lo°of Clai_i_ca_ _¢_ _ | _ _ _1

[J Data used for noise exposure model
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TA3LK 12

Average Facility Rates for Flat Classification Yards

Traf_£c Rate Category

Activity ?ara_eter Low Mediu= | ._$h

(<_O0) ° (500 _o 1000_'[ l>_O00""

[_o. of Classification Tracks 14 20 25]

5tandl_8 Capacity o_ Classification Yard 643 983 Ll_5

[Ca_s ¢lassi_ied ?er Day 288 71_ l]_]

Local Cars Dispatched Per Day 72 g3 18_

_ndul_rlal Cart Di_atched Per Day 47 69 121

Road-Haul Cars Dispatched _r Day 218 _7_ g_

Cars Reclas_i_ied Pe_ DaY 60 _9o 3_

Cars _¢18h_4 Pe_ Day 14 2_ l_

Cars _epaired P_ _ay 13 28 3_

F/'_ T_ai_ets & Con_ain_s Loa_ed or

_sload_d ?e_ Day 22 _ 7_

Average Ti_e _n Yard (8ours) 19 19 l_

_nbound Road-Haul T_ain_ Per Day 3 b l0

Outbound Road-Hau_ T_al_ P_r Day ] 7 l_

Local T_ains Dispatched P_ Da_ 2 ]

_ndu_tri_l _s_i._ Work Shifts P_ Day 2 3

Roustabout _nBin_ l_o_k Shifts _ Da./ O ! 2

S_i_¢h £n8i._ _o_k $hl_ts Pe_ Day _ 7 10

• _an_e of .u_ of rail _ars cl_ssified per da7

[] Data used for noise e::pesuue model



T:.bte 13

Average Activity Rates for Flat Industrial Yards

• Yard
Y^rd ActivL:y Descriptors Acttv_y

Level

Inbound Road-Haul Tratns Per Day l
Outbnund Road-Haul Trains Per Day !
Local Trains D_spatched Per Day l
Cats Switched Per Oa? l'O
Switch Engine I_ork-Shi_tsPer Da7 3

Table 14 •

Average Activity RaKes for Small Tndustrial Flat Ya_-ds

Yard

t"_ Yard Actlv_cy Descriptors Ac_Ivi_ 7
-_ ievul

Inbound Lo,'.al Trains Per Day l
Outbound Loc_I Trains Per Day l
Cars Switched Per Day 30
Switch Engtne Work-Shlfts Pet Day !

5_
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TABLE 15

RANGE OF TRAFFIC RATE PARAMETERS

FOR CLASSIFICATION yARDS*

]lump Flat

LOW Ne___d_d lli.gh Low Mad lli_h

a Railcsra Classified Per Day <I000 I000 >2000 <500 500 >i000
to to

2000 i000

• Total Switch Engine Shifts
Per Day < 12 12 > 22 < B 8 > 13

to to
22 13

• Total Inbound and Outbound <24 24 >44 <12 12 _12

Trains Per Day to to
44 20

a Area *_ of Classification yard < 2 2 >4 <i 1 >2
(millions of sq. ft.) to to

4 2

• Number of trains per day
Inbound 8 14 27 3 6 i0
Outbound(road) B 14 25 3 7 ii
Outbound{local) 2 13 5 2 3 2

m Hake-up awltohor shifts/day 3 6 ii - -
Industrial awltohcr shifts/day 4 3 14 2 3 4
0thdr switcher ahlfts/day 2 1 4 0 1 2

--*FRA da_s

.Arcs - _ _ _oq,wbcrodeq" 2 XNcXdc/N_,a_dm Nt X dt. No ffiNo. cars/day, dc = car length (65 ft.),
Nt m NO, O_ claaalf, tracks and dt t dist. between tracks (15 ft}.

• _.t .

,,, , =_ ........



derivation oE file area estimates is given at the bottom of

Table 15, Thu-, when the key activity parameters are not

provided, a maI' of the railyard can be used to compute the

elassifieatioll yard area by multiplying its length (from the

master retardo0 end to the inert retarder end) by its width

(outer track L_,_one side to the outer track on the opposite

side). Then, I,Y comparing the resulting area to the area

ranges shown Jtl Table 15, a judgment can he made regarding the

traffic rate c_eg°ry for the yard.

Examples ,'f activity survey response data for a hump and

a flat olasei[leation yard are shown in Tables 16 and 17,

respectively. The first part (a) of each table gives monthly

and daily tra[ rio data, while the second part (b) indicates

activity rates by shift (1,2, and 3) for a typical peak

activity day.

.j-
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Table 16 (a) Example of H,um_Classification Yard Activity

_% Survey Response From Rail Carrier :.

For the followingquestions,pleaseprovideyour est_a=e for the

averagemonth,typicalpeakmonth in recentpast,and typicalpeak

day.

Typical
PeakHe. Typical

Avg.+ InRecent Peak
Month Pest Day

a._s_.No.of trainsand transfer
runsarrlving/departing(exclude
throughtrains)

I. Trains 1195 1300 46
2. Transfer 62 90 2

b. ae_.tio,of throughtrains 480 540 22

¢. $a).Swltch-englne tricks worked
by:

1. Switchengines 507 544 18
._ '2. Roadswitchers 31 31 I

3. Roadpowertempor-
arllyassignedto
switcherservice.

d, tea. No. of Cars handled (single 69,500 76,500 9000
count)"

Q. #aS.No.of cuts handled. 3565 3900 130

f.aa:.No,of mechanicalreefers ii
spotted

•g.eat.No. of mechanicalrefrigerator_.. A. --
trailersand/orcontainersspotted

Additional or qualifyingcomments I_e-_rip =achani_l retr_geratore on !

t,ho rip crack 5 dots a week,avergtn 8 30 %0 95 care a da_,depeJ_ding ca

+_o aemsoaof the ?co2.

+Numberof days yard is workedin averagemonth _0

*Whatpercentof your totalhandlingcapacityis representedbY thepeakday

figure? 7_;
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' 'l'aole Io to; Hump _arcl Example

For the peak day, p ease provide _'our es,._.._,a of the fol]uwing
infatuation for those Items _.hatapply Co t,hisyard.

First Trick" Second Trick Third Trick

,i,..i,.+°,i;.l,°eoo°,it.l,.en,4 hrs . 4 hrs. 4 hrs. 4 hrs. 4 hrs. 4 hrs.

a. NO. O? trains and transfer
runs arrivlng/departlng.

I. Tralns 12 9 15 15 8 15
2. Transfer runs 0 O 0 I I 0

b. o =.tlme of sw_tohenglne 1005 1005 I00_ !100_ 100_ 1oo5
tricks worked In.Yard.

0 = time of swttch engine
tricksworked at industrX. -......

e No. of sw_tch engtnes
parked Idle inyard. -- ....

o No. of road ennfnes
parked idle in yard. _ .........

o NO. of switch engines
_orkl g 6 6 6 6 6 6

"0 NO, O_ "#road engines work_n .
o. He. Of oars handted, sing;e ......

count. 500 500 500 500 500 500

d. NO. of cuts handled. _5 21 20 20 22 22

e. No. of .'neehantoal re?r_ger.
/-'_ ator trallers and containers .......

set out.

?. He. of mechanical reefers
set oul:.

g. NO. Of cars delivered to
bulk foci11=y . ............

h. No. of cars delivered to
TOFCICQFCfaci 1t t_. -- ""

i Estimated number, of road

_rucks arr_vtng at th_s ....
.yard {not hostler trucks). ,.

j. P_o, of cats hauled through
_nert retardars. ._00 290 2_;0 250 2BO 280

k. NO. of engines 1o4d tested 0 1 0 0 0 0 t
at eoch test cell.

COPL_ENT$

• Please speclf.vhour of the day for start oi'first trick (for example -

e--E'e:":en_e.
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Table _7 (a) Example of Flat Classification Yard Activity
Survey Response From Rail Carrier

For the is]lowing questions, please provideyour esC'_nu_efor the

average month, typical peak month in recent past, and typica] peak

day.

Typical
Peak Me. T_ptcal

Avg.+ in Recent Peak
Month Past Day

a. saC.No, of trains and transfer
rune arrivingdeparting (exclude
through trains)

1. Trains 1320 1440 48
2. Transfer 3go 440 t5

b. ear.No. of through trains 350 366 13

¢. eaC.Swftsh-e_gine tricks worked
by:

1. Switch engines 900 930 35
2. Road switchers 0 0 0
3. Road power temper- 0 0 0

_-_ arily assigned to
switcher service.

d, e_C.No. of cars hand]ed (single 120,000 135,0g0 4200
count)"

e. ear.No. of cuts handled. 5000 6510 210

f. mac.No, of mechanical reefers
spotted

g. eel.No. of mechanlca] refrigerator 4500 T 5000 T 250 T
tratlere and/or containers spotted 1500 C" 2000 C 125 C

Pddit]onal or qualifylng counts

l

+Number of days yard is worked In average month 31

"What percent of your total hand]ing capacity Is represented by the peak day

, figure? I00
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: Table z, (b) Flat Classification Yard Example
• @

For the ne_k day. please _rovide your es:_¢:e of the following
in@ormat_onfor these ite_ that apply to this yard.

First TrlcR" SecondTrick Thlrd Trick

"'First Second FirSt Second First Seccnd
4 hrs 4 hrs• 4 hrs. 4 hrs. 4 hrs. l4 hrs.

a. NO. of trains and transfer
runs arrivlng/deparcing.

1. Trains 8 4 7 8 10 7 :
2. Transfer r'uns 2 4 3 2 I 3

b. • % time of switch engine
tricksworked in yard• I00_ 100% 100% 100% g7% 97%

o % tlme of switch engine
tricksworked at industry. 0 0 0 ' 0 3% 3%

o No. of switchengines 3 E 3 2 3 3
parked )dle in yard.

o No. of road engines 3 0 2 4 5 3
parked idle in yard.

o NO. of switch engines 12 12 13 13 10 i0

"o;r P%adenqin.*erklng0' o o o o o
c. NO. of cars handled, single

count. 750 650 700 900 700 500

d. NO. of cuts handled. 50 30 45 25 35 25

e. NO. of mechanical refriger-
ator trailersand containers 0 0 0 0 0 0

• set out.

f. NO. of mechanical reefers 0 0 0 0 0 0
set out.

g. No. e? cars delivered to 0 0 0 0 0 0
bulk facility.

h. No. of tam delivered to
TOFC/COFCfacility. 70% 10% 7% 7% $: 3%

i. Estimated n_nber of road 0 0 0 0 0 0
trucks arriving at this
yard (not hostler trucks). ..

J. N_. of cars hauled through
Inert retarders. 0 0 0 0 0

k. NO. of engines load tested I 0 0 0 0
at each test cell.

, , ,,

CO_6NTS

• Please specify hour of the day for start of first trick (for example -

7AM, 8:I_AM) 7:00 a,_,
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• It is assumed that the number of load tests per day

is equal to the number of locomotives tested per day

at "each cell" (as reported on the survey) times the

number of load test cells reported.

• The number of idling locomotives is determined from

the peak day distribution given in the survey return.

• It is. assumed that the number of refrigerator cars

"spotted" means the number operating in'the yard during

a 24 hour period.

• The number of inbound and outbound trains of each

type (road-haul vs. local) is determined by ratioing

the activity survey return data according to the yard

type average values previously given by DOT (per

Tables ll and 12.

• The number of cuts moved by the make-up industrial

switchers in hump yards is determined by ratioing

the total number of cuts/day listed in the survey returns

by the average numbers of switcher shifts per day given

by DOT (see Tables Ii and 12).

For hump yards with two separate hump classification areas

(one at each end of the facility), it is assumed that the survey

return data are the total numbers for both hump areas_ and that

each hump area handled one-half the total" number of cars

classified, one-half the total cuts, etc.M.
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2.10 Numbers of Railyards

The numbersof railyards in the U.S, by functional type as previously
determined for the DOT/FRAare given in Table

Table 18. Railyard Numbersand Distributionby types and T_affic Rate
Category

TrafficRateCategory
YardType

Low Medium High . Total

HumpClassification 46 47 31 124

Fiat Classification 571 357 185 1113
Industrial 1381

SmallIndustrial .- 1551

4169

Basedon more recentsurveydata,a revisedestimatedof the numbers

,_ of railyardsin the U.S.is shownin Table

Table 19. EstimatedNumbersof ActiveRailyardsin the U.S.

TrafficRate

YardType Low Medium High Total

HumpClassification 44 81 29 124

Flat Classification 476 346 _30 952

Industrial 838

$m=11Industrial 171g
3693

r"h
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3.'0 Derivation of Input Data

3.1 Introduction

The input information required for the railyard noise

exposure or impact model consists generally of fixed and vari-

able data. The fixed input data are constants associated with

type of noise source and each type of yard• The variable input

data are dimension and activity rate values associated with each

individual sample railyard. The required fixed and variable

input parameters and the respective data sources have been

described in Section 2.9 (see Tabies 4 through I0).

This section discusses further the derivation of dimension and

activity rate data and associated assumptions.

Classification tall yard complexes are typically composed

of yard areas with three separate functions: receiving, classi-

fication and departure. In general, specific activities and

functions are performed in each component yard and thus, the

different yard noise sources are located by function in the com-

ponent yards. These noise source distributions within the com-

ponent yards are presented in Table 20.

Hump and flat classification yards thus have similar areas

which at6 differentiated by the specific function performed.

Except for retarders, which are not found in flat yards, the

distribution of sources in flat yards assumed to be generally

as shown in Table 20. However, the other flat yards do

_9
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not perform all of the functions performed in the classification

yards and the noise source types and operation areas are distri-

buted differently. Discussions with rail industry personnel

indicated that, in general, switch engines operate at each end

of the yard, and the other sources are located inside the main

yard area. The general noise source location areas for industrial

and small industrial flat yards are indicated in Table 21.

The noise source and receiving property locations for

specific yards are determined as discussed briefly in sub-

section 1.2 and in more detail below in section 3.2.

The noise generation equations (or models) developed for

each type of rail yard noise source are given in section

/_ 3.1. The noise generation equations are developed in terms of

Ldn for each type of source. The Ldn value for each yard source

is computed using the empirical data base on railyard source

noise levels, and from the yard activity survey data.

O.
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_,_ Table 20

CLASSIFICATION YARD _ZD_SES_CE (_L_rNGS AND DISTR/B_'_ICNBY
CDMI_ND_ YARD TYPE"

Receiving Yard CAassification Yard Departure Yard

Makeup
Ht:nD P_tarders (Master Switchers

_wi_chers and Group)

SOUrce Source TOFC/COFC Source.. Zn'_ustrial
Locatlon (a) 5_cstion (b) lmcatlcm (d) Switchers
Area Inbound Area Idling Lc,_i_,_ires Area

Trains Load Tests Outbotmd

Car Impacts Trains :

TdPclCOFC ,
i

Source _.nec_ _etaz_/_rs i
i

• _ation (C) Refrigeration C3rs
Area CaT i_pacts

t

"_Xcept got retarders, Source c_era_ions and distribution are slmil'arfo_
elaseification flat yards, i

a.
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Table21

INDUSTRIAL AND SMASL INDUSTRIAL PLAT YARD NO_SE SOCRCE GROCP:_;GS

Industrlal Small Industrial

Noise Noise
Source Source

Area (a) Inbound Trains Area {a) Inbound Trains
Switch Engines Switch Engines

Area {b) Car Impacts Area (b) Car Impacts
Outbound Trains Outbound Trains

+/r_ ' ,



3.2 Source Location and Receiving Area Dimensions

The source locations and noise impacted area (receiving

property) dimensions are determined from railyard area maps and

land use analysis overlays at each sample railyard for each of

the land use segments designated residential or commercial.

The required dimensional data-length, width, distance from

receiving property to railyard boundary (DS), and distance from

source to receiving area (DN), are listed in the variable input

data as shown in Table i0.

The length of the receivingproperty generally parallels

the tracks in the railyard, and represents the travel distance

for the corresponding moving sources impacting the area. Also,.

noise barrier walls required to meet various alternative facili-

ty noise emission standards are assumed equal in length _o the

impacted area. The width of each area is the distance from the

boundary of the receiving property nearest the railyard'to the

far side of the area. The term DB is the distance flom the near

side of the receiving property back to the railyard boundary,

and is used to determine the distance frmm noise barrier wall

placement (at the railyard boundary) to the noise receiving area.

P

The noise receiving area is always assumed to begin at ._ 50 ft. i

beyond the noise wall position.

A diagram for an example hump yard configuration, with

source locations and surrounding land use patterns, is shown in

Figure S. In this typically complex configuration, there

is one hump area, hut two receiving and two departure areas.

-J Stationary source locations are determined from the USGS map
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Figure 5. Example of Complex Railyard Configuration -
Hig1_ Volume Hump Yard, Flat Rock Yard,
Detroit, MI

CAClStu_Ar_a
Population assumed located

only in residential and/or
co,mlercisl land use

..w" _.P{C Study Area R2"" "_

• I, Ae & U Land Use •

"i Rail Yard ./_

\
J

_% ' I, A_ & U Land Use ._ _
/

\ i
I
,*No data to locate RC and

I, A, & Oz Industrial, Agricultural, and Undeveloped
51Rz Maetor/Group Retarders LT: Load Test Cell ILz Idling Locomotives

I|S: ]|u4np switcher IB_ Inbound Trains CI_ Car Caupllng Impact
IR_ Inort Retarder OB: Outbound Trains IS: Industrial and other

MS: Make Up switcher RC_ Refrigerator Cars Switchers
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of the railyard area, from yard configuration analyses cenducted

by EPIC, and from railyard drawings attached to the activity sur-

vey returned by the rail carrier. The moving source locations or

operation patterns are estimated by their function relative to the

yard areas• Thus, the hump switcher operates at the master re-

tarder end of the classification area, while the make-up switcher

is assumed to operate o_t of the inert retarder end of the

classification area. In-bound and out-bound trains are assumed to

-'" operate in the receiving and departure yards, respectively.

However, the location of operation of the industrial and other

switchers is not defined by the available information, and arbl-

trary assumptions for the location are required. A practical

,_-_, assumptlen is to divide the operations between the receiving

and departure areas at each end of the railyard complex. Also,

in this case it is assumed that the in and out bound trains are

evenly divided between the two receiving and two departure areas.

Examples of dimensional parameters for this mas6 are indi-

cated on the diagram in Figure 5. Even though the receiving

properties (RI, to R4) are irregular in _hape, it is assumed

that on the average the areas are parallel to the moving sources,

and that DN and DB for both moving and stationary sources are

placed perpindioular to a line representing the near side of

each area at an average distance from the source. The source to

receiver distances, and lengths and widths of the area are

sealed from the available maps and drawings.
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3.3 Noise Source Activity Rates

3.3.1 Hump Yards

Inbound/Outbound Road-Haul and Local Train Operations

Based on average train lengths and power requirements,

it is assumed that the local and road-haul trains entering,

and the road-haul trains leaving, the yard complex are

powered by three engines (NL = 3). Local out-bound trains

were assumed to have one locomotive (NL = i). Train opera-

tions are assumed to take place within the receiving and

departure yard components at a speed of approximately 5 MPH.

The number of pass-bys (NP), number of virtual sources (NV),

number of events per source or train (NES), and event pro-

bability {EP) are all equal to a value of one. For each

sample yard the arrivals and departures are assumed to be

uniformly distributed over the daytime and nighttime shifts

and were divided between the shifts (NED and NEN) according

to the corresponding activity survey data. The number of

each type of train was obtained by ratloing the total Num-

ber in- and out-bound trains with the average inbound, out-

bound, and local trains for low, medium, or high activity

category yards (per Table ii).

8.

Hump Switch Engine Operations

Hump engine operations are assumed to operate between

the receiving area and the classification area at a speed

of approximately four miles per hour. It is assumed that

the number of cuts per day given by the activity survey for

eaoh sample yard represents the fetal cuts per day worked

by the hump switchers. The number of total pass-bys .for

hump engine cuts is computed by multiplying by two. The

_-_ factor of two accounts for the number of passes required by
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each hump operation, one to get into position to push the

cut of cars and another to perform the push. All other

fixed activity parameters (NL, NV, etc.) are equal to one.

The distribution of number of cuts during daytime and night-

time (NED and NEN respectively) is determined from the shift

data given by the activity survey for each sample yard.

Retarders-_laster, Group, Intermediate and Track

The master, group intermediate and track retarders are

modeled am a grouped point source located at the goemetric

-- center o-f the retarders. The Ldn resulting from cars -

passing through the retarders is determined from the ntumber

of ears classified per day, number of retarders passed by

each car and the percentage of cars which cause retarder

noise events. Examination of the available data indicated

that on the average each car classified passes two retarders,

and that retarder squeal occurs approximately 50 percent of

the time. Therefore, the number of noise events per source

(NEe) is 2, but the event probability (EP) for each retar-

der stage is 1/2. The values of the other activity para-

meters [NP, NL, and NV) is one. However, since the retarder

group repressnts a fixed point source, the value for N (the

divergence loss exponent) is 2. The number of noise events

(NED and NEN) is ass_ed equal to the _ay and night shift

data, as given by the activity survey data.

Inert Retarders

Inert retarders are modeled as a grouped point source

located at the geometric center of the retarders. It is

ass_ned that each car leaving the classification yard passes

one retarder (NEe _ i) and that approximately 85 per?ent

produce a noise event (EP - 0.85). However, the number of
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events C_ED, NEN) for each sample yard was assumed equal to

the peak day values per shift given by the activity survey

for number of cars passing through inert retarders.

Car Impacts

Oar impacts are modeled as two groups of stationary

(virtual) sources (NV = 2), located towards each end of the

classification yard component of the htunp yard complex. It

is assumed that the total number of car impacts is equal to

one-half the number of cars "handled" (classified) per day

(EP = 0.5), and that the impact noise events (NED, NEN) are

distributed during day and night periods according to the

survey data.

Makeup, Industrial and Other Switch Engine Op.erations

Makeup, industrial and other switch engine operations

are modeled as moving point sources which operate in the

receiving or departure component of the hump yard complex

at a speed of approximately four miles per hour. It i_

assumed that the total number of cars leaving the classifi-

cation yard component per day is equal to the number "hand-

led" (classified) per day, and the total number of outs is

the same as for the hump switchers. T_e make up and indus-

trial switcher outs are ratioed according to the corres-

ponding work shifts indicated in Table ii. The day and

night period events (NEDt NEN) is determined from the total

number of outs, and the cuts per shift data given in each

activity survey return. The total number of pass-bye per

switcher per day is determined hy multiplying the number

of corresponding cuts by 2 (NP = 2). The value of all

o_her activity parameters (NL, NV, NEe, EP) is equal.to I.
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Idlin_ Locomotives and Refriqerator Cars

Both idling locomotives and refrigeration cars are

modeled as grouped stationary sources located as indicated

by the survey data for each sample yard. This is considered

appropriate since, in general, the distance to the receiving

areas are such that the sources appear to be concentrated or

superimposed. The variable activity parameter values

requlrsd (NHI, NU1, etc.) were obtained for each shift from

the activity survey data (peak day) for each sample yard.

Locomotive _n@ine Load Tests

Locomotive load tests are located according to the

activity survey data for each sample railyard. In the

absence of more specific data in the activity survey res-

._ pones it is assumed that one 6-hour test was performed per

day with 4 and 2 hours of operation occuring during the

daytime and nighttime periods, respectively. Otherwise,

the load tests are assumed conducted during the 4 hour

periods indicated per shift by the activity survey da6a.

3.3.2 Plat Classification Yards

Inbound/Outbound Road-Haul and Local Train Operations

AS previously discussed, it is assumed that local and

road-haul trains entering and road-haul trains leaving the

classification yard complex are powered by three engines

and local departing trains use only locomotive. Train

operations are assumed to take place in the receiving and

departure yard oomponents at a speed of approximately five

miles per hour. The fixed and variable activity parameters,
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and associated assumptions were determined or derived in the

same manner as discussed for hump yards.

Swltch-Engine Operations: Classification, Industrial,
and Roustabout

Switch engines are assumed to operate at the receiving

and departure areas in each end of the classification area

at a speed of approximately four miles per hour. The

rationale used in determining the operational parameters is

similar to that discussed for the makeu 9 and industrial

switch engine operations in hump yards. However, it is

assumed that the total number of cuts per day given in the

activity survey data for each sample railyard is divided

between the classification switcher and the other switchers.

Switch engine operations are modeled as two separate

._ yard sources (NV = 2), one at each end of the yard complex.

It is assumed that the switch engine operations are equally

distributed between the two locations.

Car Impacts

Car impacts are modeled as four groups of stationary

sources (NV - 4) !ceated near either end of the classlfi-
M.

cation area. It is assumed that the total number of car im-

pacts is equal to one-half (EP - 0.5), the number of cars

switched or classified per day.

Idling Locomotives and Refrigeration Cars

The assumptions and parameters are the same as for the

hump yard case, as previously discussed.

' 72
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Locomotive Engine Load _Tests

AS in the hump yard case, it is assumed that testing

is performed for one 6-hour test and 4 and 2 hours of oper-

ation oocurlng during the daytime and nighttime periods,

respectively, unless indicated otherwise, by the survey data.

(See discussion under hump yards).

3.3.3 industrial Yards

Inbound/Outbound Road-Haul and Local Train Operations

The activity parameters and asstunptions are the same

as discussed above .for hump and flat classification yards.

The distribution of number of road-haul and local train

operations for the flat industrial yards is shown in Table
jR" "' It is assumed that all train arrivals and departures

are uniformly distributed over the daytime and nighttime

periods, unless indicated otherwise by the peak day shift

data in the activity survey returns.

Switch Engine Operations

Switch engine operations are modeled as moving sources

that travel the length of the yard. T_'e rationale used in

determining the operational parameters is the same as that

discussed above for the flat classification yards, except

that only one virtual source is considered, since this

type of flat yard is too small to warrant switching at both

ends simultaneously.

Car Tm_aota

._ Car impacts are modeled as two groups of stationary

sources located at each end of the yard complex (NV = 2).
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It is assumed that the total number of car impacts is equal

to one-half the number of cars switched per day (EP = 0.5).

3.3.4 Small Industrial Yards

Inbound/Outbound Road-Haul Train Operations

It is assumed that local trains entering or leaving the

yard complex are powered by one engine. Train operations are

assumed to travel to length of the yard, and arrivals and

departures are distributed over the daytime and nighttime

periods according to the activity survey dana for each sample

yard. The distribution between inbound and outbound trains

was assumed equal to that shown in Table 14.

Switch En@ine Operations

'_' Switch engine operations are assumed to travel the

length of the yard. The rationale used in determining the

operational parameters is the same as that discussed above

for the flat classification yards, except that only one

virtual source is considered, since this type of flat yard

is too small to warrant switching at both ends simultaneously.

Car Impact s
m.

Car impacts are modeled as grouped sources located at

each end of the yard (NV - 2). Xt is assumed that the

total number of oar impacts is equal to one-half the n_,her

of cars switched per day (EP = 0.5).

3.3.5 TOFC/COFC Operations

;_ There are two predominant noise sources - diesel

? powered cranes and hostler trucks - in the TOFO areas.
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It is assumed that two trailers are unloaded and loaded on

each flat rail car.

Crane lift - 4 work cycles per flat car

Hostler truck - 2 work cycles per flat car

The number of flat cars worked per day and night

periods (NEDs NEN) are assumed equal to the peak day shift

data given by the activity survey data for each sample

railyard.
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4.0 Use of the Model and Results

4.1 Introduction

This section provides a general description of the use

(capabilities) of the model and its output data. Specific

technical details necessary for using the RYNEM and under-

standing the program or computer code are provided in the

companion documents - Volume 2, RYNEM User Manual, and

Volume 3. RYNEM Programming Manual.

The basic function of the model is to compute and

print out, for each individual sample railyard, noise levels

at receiving properties (residential and commercial areas)

and the LWP and PE values for the baseline case, and then

the LWP and PE values, and benefits (LWP reductions) and

_, costs for each case where noise barrier walls are consi-
dered at the railyard boundary to reduce the noise levels

to the alternative noiss limits at the receiving properties.

_n addition, for the baseline case, the L_P and PE values

in successive 3dB intervals are computed for each and sum-

med to obtain yard totals, and can be printed out if

required.

The model can be used to compute _he noise levels

/mpact (ENd, PE) values, and noise reduction benefits and

costs for an individual rall yard or a nur_er of sample

yards - either of the same type or a mix of different

types. The program computes noise levels, LWP and PE

values, and benefit and cost values on an area-by-area

basis for each railyard, and these sums the results providing

the total values for the railyard. A summation is also

conducted to obtain the totals for the sample yards in each

railyard category, and then the grand totals across all

types of railyards., 1
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• When there are a number of sample yards of a particular

type, or in each type of railYard , then the total impact,

benefits and costs can be projected for the total population

of a type or all types of railyards in the United States.

Thus, the capabilities of the model include selection

of one or all of three levels, or degrees of detail, of out-

put data summations:

Level I - Grand totals for all yards

Level II - Level _ plus yard-by-yard totals
for all sample yards

Level Ill - Levels I and II plus output data for
each source and each area at each

yard.

The level I OUtpUt identifies and lists data totals

for each type of railyard, and also grand totals, consisting

_'_, of

• Number of yards in sample

• Sample totals for PE, NI, ENI, wall costs, for
7 cases - baseline, Ldn receiving property limit-
75, 70, 65, 60, and 55 dB, and using maximum Qall
height (30 ft.)

• The number of railyards, out of the number in the
sample railyards, which are already compliance at
each of the alternative receiving property noise
limits without the use of nois_ barrier (walls)
at some location along the railyard boundary.

e Total population of yards, and projected values
for the total population of yards of all the
parameters output under sampla railyards

• Total values of all these parameters (sample and
projected) for all hump classification railyards,
and than for all the other t_es (flat yards) com-
bined. (The grand totals for all types of yards
combinad are obtained manually).

• Sample and projected total PE and ENZ values in

,_ successive 3 dB increments (55 to 58, 58 to 61,eta., to >82 dB) for the baseline ease for each

type of rai!yard, then for all hump yards, and
then for all other types (flat yards) combined.
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The level II output, in addition to the level I output

listings, includes for each of the s_ple railyards analyzed

the following date:

• Total PE, ENI, dENI, and wall costs for the

railyard at each of the alternative study cases -
baseline, receiving property Ldn limit = 75, 70,
65, 60 and 55, and ma_im_u_ wall height.

• Number of receiving areas, out of the total number
for the yard, where the noise limit is achieved
(by using walls at the yard boundary) at each of
the alternative limits.

• Whether the yard is in compliance ( the noise
limit met) without using noise barriers at each
of the alternative limits.

• Total ENI and PE values for the receiving areas
at the yard in each successive 3 dB interval - Ldn
= 55 tO 58, 58 tO 61, etc., to >82 dB.

_ The level III output lasts all the data discussed
under levels I and II and a complete set of noise level and

impact data for each receiving property at each railyard for

all yards analyzed. The output for each railyard consists of

the following data:

For each railyard;

• yard name, location (city and state) and type

• Local average population density, fraction of
land in residential and commercial usage, effective
residential population density,' and background
noise level

• Number of residential and commercial areas included
in analysis.

For each _ecelving property:

• Ares I.D. number, length and width

m Distance from moving sources to area, distance
from fixed sources to area

• Number of moving fixed sources impacting the"
area

"-h • Industrial and residential building insertion
_ loss factors.
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Baseline Case

• Each source - Ldn ' Leq(1)max, and Lma x at DN

• Composite Ldn (all sources plus background) at DN

• Total ENI and PE

a ENI and PE in each 3 dB interval (55 to 82 dB)

• Alternative Noise Limit•

(Composite Ldn limits = 75, 70, 65, 60, 55 dB)

• Ldn, Leq(!)max, and Lmax to DN for each so_ree.

• Composite Ldn

• ENI and PE

• _ENI {re. baseline ENI)

a Wall height and wall cost

Maximum wall haiqht case (30 ft)

• Same data a• for alternative noise limits.

8.
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4.2 Level I Output

The grand totals of the output data for all the sample

railyards included in an example batch run are listed in

Table 22. _n the case of the medium volume hump yard sample, _ .

specific data for individual railyards (S_24PLE #YARD) were

available and were analyzed to develop the required input data

for the computer model. The PE, ENI, ENI (DENI), and wall

cost values totaled for all 7 yards are shown for the baseline

case (BL), and the other alternative cases. The baseline ENI

(or LWP) for all 7 sample yards is 3560.

The #IC column indicates that 8 out of the 7 sample

yards are in compliance at the Ldn = 75 dB limit without the

use of noise barriers along the railyard boundary, whereas

only 1 of the yards is in compliance at the 70 dB limit.

/'h The total population of medium volume hump yards is

estimated at 51 (PROJECTED #YD), and thus the projected total

ENI for the unregulated case (BL) is 25900. Note that if

noise barriers (walls) are used to reduce the noise levels at

all of the yards to the Ldn = 65 dB limit, the projected bene-

fit (DENI) and cost for the total yard population are, res-

pectively, 13800 and $15.5 milllon. Thus a reduction in L_P

of 52_ is achieved.

The grand totals of the data for all the sample hump yards

for all three traffic volumes are listed at the bottom of

Table 22. There are 17 sample yards and 124 yards in the total

population. The total projected ENI for all the hump yards

iB 93400. Note that only 4 (#IC) of the 17 sample yards can

meet the Ldn - 65 dB limit without using railyard boundary

walls. The cost for bringing all yards into compliance at the
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65 DB limit is projected at $41.3 million, with a resulting

DENI of 46400 (a benefit of 49.6% reduction in ENI).

The sample and projected total PE and ENI values in the

selected 3 dB intervals for each type of yard, and the grand

totals for hump yards and all flat yards are listed for this

batch run in Table 23. Under hump yards - all volumes, the

data listed indicate that the projected total ENI in the Ldn =

73 to 76 dB range is 121 for all hump yards in the U.S. For

comparison in the 67 to 70 dB interval the projected "total ENI

is 5000.

4.3 Level II Output

In addition to the grand totals of the output data listed

in Tables 22 and 23, the Level II output selection results in

"--h listings of the data totals by sample yard for each individual

railyard included in a batch run. An example of the Totals

for Yard for one sample railyard is shown in Table 24. This

listing of totals is obtained from the example hump yard area-

by-area data (Level III output) listed in Table 25, and dis-

cussed in section 4.4.

The data in Table 24 indicate that the total baseline

ENI resulting from the noise sources at this particular rail-

yard is 520, and that the yard is in compliance (IC - i)

without the use of wails at the boundary only if the noise limit

is 75 dB Or greater. (IC = 0, as at the other alternative

limit cases, means the yard is not in compliance at that limit).

Also indicated under the NA column are the number of receiving

areas at the yard where the noise limit is met for each of the

alternative limits after a wall is considered at the rsilyard

boundary. The output data in this case indicate that use of

walls at the yard boundary can reduce the noise levels at all

5 of the impacted areas to each of the alternative llmlts down

te Ldn - 60 dm.
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Table 22(a). Levsl I Output Listing - Baseline and Alternative Limits

&#*ND I(rT*L FOK ALL T*_S$

$AmFLL PNOJEClED

= TO P[ ENI DIN! CQ5! _ _D PE EHI _lNt C051 | I£

LSH VDL _U_

bL 6 Z*OSE*O4 _*|6E*O) 0.0 0.0 44 |*_0£*0_ Z*)ZE*C% &._ 0.0
75 b Z.O_E*O4 3.16E*03 O*O O*O _ |*_OE*_ Z.32E*C4 G*O O*O 6
70 b Z.OOF*04 2._E*03 )*_F*O_ 4._b[*05 tt 1.4tL*)5 2.06E*_4 _*)g[*O) ).]_E*O6 )
6_ 6 |.7)E*04 |*gq[*O) I.?_[*0) 1.50t*06 t_ |*_1E'35 I*_ZE*C_ _*qli*03 1.10£'07 )
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Table 22(b). Level I Output Listing - Baseline and Alternative Limits
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Table 23(a). Level I OUtput - Saseline Case, 3dB Intervals
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Table 23(b). Level I Output - Baseline Case, 3dB Intervals
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Table 24. Yard Totals - Included in Level II Output
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The costs of walls for meeting the 60 dB limit, for example,

totals $692,000. However, the benefits are a reduction in PE

of 4200 (or 70%), and an 86% reduction in ENI.

4.4 Level III Output

Level I and II output plus area-by-area data for each

sample yard are listed when Level III output is selected. An

example of some of the area-by-area data for one sample yard

is shown in Table 25. This sample railyard is the Airline

yard in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and is a type i, or low traffic

volume hump classification yard.

The local average population density is 10,152 people

per square mile, and 43% of the land around the yard is in

residential and commercial use. The residential area density

"- is estimated as 23,609 people/sq, mi, and the background Ldn

(BKGD) is 62 dB. The #AREAS colunu_ indicates there are 5

residential or commermial areas exposed to railyard noise.

Ares RI, for example, is 1500 ft. in length and extends

for at least 8000 ft. (width) away from the railyard. The

distance (DNM) from the moving sources affecting R1 to the

nearest side of R1 is 250 ft., and the distance (DB), from R1
M.

back to the railyard boundary is 100 f_. The analysis of the

railyerd data indlcated there is no attenuation of the noise

due to industrial buildings (DI= 0) in the i00 ft. wide strip

between R1 and the yard boundary. The attenuation (or inser-

tion loss) due to residential buildings on R1 is estimated at

8 dB (DR " 8) as s result of the relatively high local average

population density (10152).

©
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Table 25(a) Individual R_llyard Data Included In Level Ill Output
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Table 25|b). Individual Railyard Data Included in Level III Output '
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There are 3 moving sources (NMS =3) generating noise

received at Rl - hump switchers (HS), inbound trains (IB),

and outbound road-haul trains feel). There are no fixed

sources at this location (NFS = 0, and thus DNF = 0). For

the baseline (BL) case at R1 the noise exposures due to HS,

IB, and eel are LDN = 64, 60.7, and 60.7, respectively. The

values for maximum Leq(1) (LEO) and maximum noise level (LMAX)

at R1 are also listed for each of the 3 sources. The total

or composite nsise level at R1 (LEVEL), which includes a back-

ground level of Ldn = 54 dE (although BKGD = 62.1, it is

assumed as explained previously that BKGD is reduced to 54 dB),

is 67.1 dE. The baseline (no walls at railyard boundary)

population exposed (PE) and level weighted population (LWP, or

ENI) are 1710 and 132, respectively.

Also listed for the baseline case are the PE and ENI

values is the successive 3 dB intervals CDB BANDS FOR BASELINE).

i_ Note that for RI the composite level (LEVEL) at DN is 67.1 dB.
However, the noise level is reduced by 8 dB (DR = 8) to 59.1 dB

aS it begins to propagate over the area, and thus the largest

3 dB interval of Ldn in which there are PE and ENI values is

58 ts 61 dE.

The source noise levels (LDN, LEO, and LMAX], composite

level (LEVEL), and PE and ENI values ar_also listed for each

alternative noise limit (55, 60, and 55 in the case of HI).

These values result from considering different height walls

at the yard boundary to reduce the railyard noise to the

alternative limits. The impact reduction (DENI), wall costs

(COST), and wall height in ft. (WALL) are also listed. For

the Ldn m 65 dB limit, • wall height of 7 ft. is required.

The wall cost is 855,500 and results in DENI of 32.2 which is

• 25_ reduction in noise impact. These data are listed for

9O
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each noise limit, and for the ease (MW) where a maximum wall

height of 30 ft. is used.

The entire listing of the above type of data is then

repeated for each of the remaining 4 areas (CI/R, R2, ete.)

The total of the data for all 5 areas is then listed as dis-

cussed in the previous section, 4.3 Level II output.
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